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Chanel is  taking on a Michigan retailer. Image credit: Chanel
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Today in luxury:

Chanel wants to put an end to "Shanel" retailer

Chanel isn't amused by a Michigan fashion retailer going by the name Shanel Fashion, according to Women's Wear
Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

A media empire loses its king. What now?

Cond Nast was named after Cond Montrose Nast, who purchased Vogue in 1909. But the glossy magazine company
has long been synonymous with its unassuming leader, Samuel I. Newhouse Jr., who became chairman in 1975,
says The New York Times.

Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times

Size-0 ban hits Paris catwalks, campaigners hopeful

Labels from Givenchy to Saint Laurent showed of their new designs at Paris Fashion Week, alongside another
innovation meant to wean the industry off its  association with unhealthily thin, underage models, reports Reuters.

Click here to read the entire article on Reuters

The mechanical wizard driving Lamborghini into the future

At age 14, Maurizio Reggiani disassembled his first motorbike, a Bianchi 50cc. His father, the motorcycle's owner,
was a mechanic, and they were both obsessed with machines. "I wanted to see what principle allowed this machine
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to work. It was like trying to discover a dream," Reggiani says. That he couldn't figure out how to put it back together
did nothing to diminish his enthusiasm, per Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg
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